INTRODUCTION
============

Multiple alignments are important to a wide spectrum of applications in comparative sequence analysis ([@B1]). The focus in the development of alignment programs has been primarily on increasing their accuracy. Unfortunately, this has led to a benchmark race that is generally won by computationally expensive methods that are impractical for large datasets. It is also not for sure that just because a method is slightly better on a benchmark test, it will always produce the most desirable multiple alignment. Efficient computational properties of alignment algorithms have become more and more important in recent years, perhaps even to a point where it is reasonable to sacrifice some accuracy for large gains in running time.

The typical number of sequences to be aligned has increased in recent years. The Pfam database ([@B2],[@B3]) now contains families with 389.2 sequences on average, a number that will steadily increase as more genomes become fully sequenced. Also the number of non-coding RNAs (ncRNA) available is constantly evolving, constituting a new challenge in the area of multiple sequence alignments. By now the Rfam database ([@B4]) includes sequences of 607 families. So is it necessary to align all members of a sequence family at once? In a review, Cedric Notredame ([@B5]) pointed out that often too many sequences are present, and therefore users have to make a selection prior to the actual alignment. Since then alignment programs and computers have become faster and in 2005 Katoh *et al.* ([@B6]) convincingly demonstrated that alignment accuracy can be increased by including high numbers of homologous sequences. In detail, this strategy includes extra sequences in the alignment procedure itself but removes them from the final alignment. Clearly, alignment programs should be able to take advantage of the wealth of information present in the databases without being hindered by computational concerns. Moreover, programs should be able to align hundreds rather than tens of sequences.

We recently introduced the concept of assessing the quality and overall difficulty of alignments by comparing alternate alignments of the same sequences ([@B7]). Another approach that uses multiple, multiple sequence alignments is M-Coffee ([@B8]) a meta-alignment algorithm. Both approaches add value to the field but their shared requirement for computing not one but several alignments for each set of sequences somewhat limits their practical usage. Here, in particular, fast alignment methods could be the key to making these approaches more feasible.

Perhaps the most compelling reason for fast aligners is related to the persisting problem of selecting appropriate gap penalties ([@B9; @B10; @B11]). That is, since individual sequence families are under unique evolutionary constraints, default parameters giving the overall best results on benchmark sets are often inappropriate for individual cases. It is, therefore, required to assess alignment quality by hand or assisted by automatic methods, to tune alignment parameters and to re-run alignments. Such an iterative strategy clearly benefits from fast and accurate alignment methods.

Another issue especially when aligning sequences with low average pairwise sequence identity (APSI) is the inclusion of external information into the alignment process, e.g. secondary structure annotation or Pfam domains. In previous works that apply hidden Markov models (HMM) to the alignment problem ([@B12],[@B13]) or aim to refine existing alignments ([@B14]), it has successfully been shown that alignment quality can gain from incorporating additional information into the alignment procedure.

Given the rapidly increasing number of sequences to be aligned, computational challenges are becoming a bottleneck. To find a good compromise between accuracy and computational efficiency, the original Kalign program ([@B15]) was optimized in many ways. Most notably, we replaced the Wu--Manber algorithm with the faster Muth--Manber string matching algorithm, and implemented the space-saving Myers and Miller algorithm ([@B16]) for dynamic programming. In addition we introduced the alignment of nucleotide sequences and an alignment mode that can incorporate data from extrinsic heterogeneous sources to increase alignment accuracy.

Kalign version 2 employs highly efficient algorithms in a combination that previously has not been applied to the multiple alignment problem. Each component was optimized to gain computational efficiency as well as high accuracy. Together, all the improvements resulted in a multiple sequence aligner that is highly suited to emerging large-scale alignment problems.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Distance estimation
-------------------

The key innovation in Kalign is the use of an approximate string matching algorithm to estimate pairwise sequence distances. The original Kalign algorithm employed the Wu--Manber algorithm ([@B17]) for this purpose, primarily because of its flexibility and computational aspects. In our previous study ([@B15]) we found that using patterns of length 3 and allowing a single error gave the best results. We here replace the flexible Wu--Manber algorithm with a far quicker, but inflexible algorithm by Muth and Manber ([@B18]). This algorithm is limited to find matches containing only single errors but can search a query with thousands of patterns simultaneously. The algorithm is described in detail in Ref. 18.

Just as in the original Kalign algorithm, when a match is reported between two sequences the positions of both are used to determine on which diagonal within a dot-plot representation they fall. Scores are assigned to each diagonal based on the number of matches occurring along the entire length. In the original Kalign algorithm exact and error-containing matches were treated separately. Because of the nature of the Muth--Manber algorithm, exact matches between a pattern and sub-strings of the query are reported multiple times so the two different types of matches do not have to be treated explicitly anymore.

In correspondence with the Fasta program ([@B19],[@B20]) we choose to use patterns of length 6 for the alignment of nucleotide sequences.

Dynamic programming
-------------------

It is widely recognized that the standard dynamic programming algorithm with affine gap penalties ([@B21]) is not appropriate for the alignment of long genomic sequences, due to its quadratic space complexity. The memory efficiency of protein alignment programs is often overlooked since it is assumed that the alignment of relatively short protein sequences will require little memory. However, many of the new algorithms published recently, especially the consistency based ones ([@B22; @B23; @B24]), require large amounts of memory. Even progressive methods such as ours start to use too much memory when aligning hundreds of sequences because profiles generated close to the root of the guide tree can become very long, especially when low gap penalties are used, and the quadratic space requirement becomes just as limiting as for long genomic sequences. Unfortunately, it is very hard to predict the memory usage in advance since conserved protein families will give alignments where the number of columns corresponds to the length of the longest member sequence while a divergent family may lead to much longer alignments.

To address this growing issue for protein sequences and facilitate the alignment of long nucleotide sequences we followed ClustalW\'s ([@B25]) example and replaced the dynamic programming approach outlined in our first paper by the space saving Myers and Miller algorithm ([@B16]). For two sequences of length *n* and *m* the Myers and Miller algorithm runs in O(*nm*) time and requires O(*n*) space.

Early on in the progressive strategy, particularly when single sequences are aligned, it is very common for alternate alignments to achieve the same score. Previously, Kalign arbitrarily picked one of these alignments. Kalign2 now takes advantage of the divide and conquer approach used in the Myers and Miller algorithm, and picks in the case of equally scoring alignments the one closer to the center of the dynamic programming matrix.

For optimization reasons we adopted a strategy outlined by Robert Edgar ([@B26]) whereby separate subroutines are used for the alignment of two sequences, a sequence to a profile and the alignment of two profiles.

Alignment parameters
--------------------

In addition to the standard gap open and close penalties (which are equal for symmetry reasons) Kalign2 allows users to specify three additional parameters: a terminal gap penalty, a gap_inc parameter, and a bonus score to be added to each field of the substitution matrix. The first one is used to penalize N/C-terminal gaps in proteins or 5′/3′ gaps in nucleotide sequences. The second one can be used to increase gap open and extension penalties depending on the number of existing gaps, i.e. gaps will be penalized harder if there are no or only few gaps. The new gap costs are calculated according to the following formula: where GAP_default is equivalent to the default penalties for opening gaps, extending gaps, or terminal gaps. The parameter count_res equals the number of residues at a certain position, count_seq denotes the actual number of sequences, and gap_inc can be set by the user to define the degree of gap increase. The partial increase of gap penalties was not observed to significantly increase alignment quality on benchmark sets in terms of alignment scores; however, this parameter might help to make large sequence alignments more compact and readable. The bonus score can be used to force Kalign2 to align distantly related sequences. Essentially, the higher this bonus score the more residues will be aligned. Kalign2 uses a default bonus score of 28.3 for nucleotide alignments and a bonus of 0.02 for protein alignments. These values were derived by cross validation as given below.

Often default gap penalties are adjusted by over training on a particular benchmark set in order to give optimal results. This constitutes a widely recognized problem when benchmarking alignment programs. Direct parameter optimization can, and should be, easily avoided by testing and training on different sets of alignments ([@B6]). However, even without this type of direct over-fitting it is difficult to avoid making choices during the development of an alignment program that favor certain benchmark sets---once a new feature is introduced, it is desirable to assess its potential benefits in terms of accuracy. Therefore, choices made during the development phase of an alignment program inadvertently lead to some degree of over-fitting. Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to guard against this type of over-fitting or quantify its overall effect on alignment accuracy.

To estimate alignment parameters, we split benchmark sets into non-overlapping subsets and performed standard cross-validation analysis. Within each set we optimized alignment parameters using an evolutionary algorithm. Final alignment parameters were derived by taking the average of the individual parameter settings for each subset.

Alignment accuracy
------------------

The performance of the alignment programs was evaluated using the sum of pairs score (SPS) and the structure conservation index (SCI). The SPS reflects the percentage of correctly aligned residues between a reference alignment and a test alignment, whereas the SCI score accounts for consensus secondary structure information. We used the tools CompalignP, SCIF, and BaliScore that are distributed with the BraliBase2.1 ([@B27]) and Balibase3.0 ([@B28]) packages to derive SPS and SCI scores.

Feature alignment
-----------------

We have added support for the inclusion of extrinsic information into the alignment procedure. In particular, we wanted to make this inclusion as general and flexible as possible without incurring an excessive cost to the running time of Kalign.

Our strategy is as follows: each sequence is treated as a profile containing a sequence and an annotation string of arbitrary symbols. During the alignment, the sequence part of the profile is treated as before but the annotation strings are also aligned using a default separate annotation substitution matrix or user-specified scores for matching same or dissimilar features. The score of an alignment then becomes the linear combination of the default sequence-based alignment score (substitution costs minus gap penalties) plus the sum of feature substitution costs of the annotation alignment. The main difference is that the progressive alignment now starts with profiles at the leaves of the guide tree rather than just single sequences.

In our study we used default scores of 75 for matching residues with the same annotation and −5 for matching residues with dissimilar annotation. Other parameter settings were tested as well, but did not affect the results significantly.

A major benefit of this simple approach is that contradictory annotation can be supplied and resolved by the dynamic programming. No extra consistency check, such as the one needed to determine a set of consistent matches in Kalign1, is required. In addition, it is also possible to include a combination of annotations, such as secondary structure, Pfam domains and known active sites. Residues which share all these annotations will be more likely to be aligned than residues sharing only one or two types of annotation.

We tested the influence of secondary structure annotation on alignment accuracy for both RNA sequences and protein sequences. For proteins we used known existing annotations. Whereas for RNA we used minimum free energy structures predicted by the method RNAfold in the ViennaRNA package ([@B29]). Structures predicted by RNAfold are provided in the bracket notation. Each structure is represented as a string of length equal to that of the nucleotide sequence consisting of matching brackets (for basepairs) and dots (for unpaired bases).

For aligning sequences in combination with extrinsic information we used the Macsim XML file format ([@B30]). In addition to the single sequences each file included available feature annotations. For RNA sequences we simply attached for each sequence position the corresponding annotation, i.e. '(',')', or '.'.

Problems might occur when two sequences contain unequal numbers of the same annotation features, possibly due to repeats, the features in the feature-poor sequence can get stretched out to cover all feature in the feature-rich sequence. For example, if sequence A contains two alpha helices and sequence B only one, residues within that helix might be aligned to both helices in sequence A. However, this effect can be easily controlled by manually lowering the scores for matching similar features.

Minor practical improvements
----------------------------

We have added support for Clustal, Pileup, MSF, Stockholm, Uniprot, Swissport and Macsim alignment formats. To allow for easy integration of different data sources, Kalign2 can read sequences from multiple files.

In addition, Kalign2 can align alignments by turning them into profiles.

A relatively minor but much demanded improvement is the sorting of output sequences. Like most other alignment programs, Kalign2 can sort sequences according to the initial guide tree or according to similarity to an individual query sequence.

RESULTS
=======

Running time
------------

We tested the computational properties of Kalign2 by simulating alignments with varying average sequence length and number of sequences using ROSE ([@B31]). The analysis was conducted using the same parameters as used by Katoh *et al.* ([@B6]). Out of the alignment programs tested, Kalign2 was almost as fast as the speed oriented methods like the PartTree option of MAFFT ([@B32]) or the fast mode of Muscle ([@B26]), but significantly faster than the rest of the methods tested ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A--C). Just as the previous version of Kalign, the running time of the new version is unaffected by the evolutionary distance of the input sequences. Figure 1.Running time of several multiple alignment methods on four scenarios with simulated alignments of varying evolutionary distance (PAM = 100 and PAM = 250), increasing sequence length (*L* = 10--2000), and number (*N* = 10--1500). For each case one parameter was varied (*x*-axis) while two parameters were kept constant (plot heading). Kalign2 scales much better than most of the methods, especially with increasing number of sequences. All tests were carried out on an AMD64 3200+ processor with 2GB of RAM running Linux. Table 1.Memory requirement in megabytes for several alignment programs as a function of the number of sequences (*N*)*N*1050100150200250300350400450500Kalign26.67.17.47.77.87.98.38.58.58.89.3Kalign18.620.638.060.680.5100.3127.1151.6176.0193.5225.6ClustalW7.98.18.38.89.29.510.410.911.412.213.1ClustalWqt27.98.18.48.89.29.510.410.911.412.213.1Muscle17.625.134.343.052.760.270.479.889.298.3108.2Muscle_fast17.324.833.642.852.359.869.780.089.097.7107.2T_Coffee_fast17.525.134.343.052.760.270.479.889.298.2108.2G_INS_i146.9149.6153.4161.7169.9179.0199.2206.4213.8246.4266.2L_INS_i146.9149.5153.2161.0168.6177.8195.7203.8211.8241.4260.8FFT_NS_2140.1140.4141.2141.7142.8142.7144.5144.9145.3145.7146.9FFT_NS_i146.0147.5149.8153.2157.0159.1168.1171.2174.0181.0188.7Parttree-1-1000140.2140.5141.5142.0143.0143.4144.8144.8145.3145.8147.4Parttree-2-1000140.2140.5141.5142.0143.0143.4144.8145.3145.8146.5147.5Dialign6.713.130.559.699.7146.0----------Dialign_fast8.713.030.860.5101.4147.0----------Probcons_fast12.221.458.1120.6207.6315.6----------Probcons12.221.358.1120.6207.6------------T_Coffee20.9129.1464.5----------------[^2]

The comparison to the previous version indicates a modest improvement in running time when considering the sequence length and a dramatic reduction in running time when the number of input sequences is considered. The former indicates the efficiency of our implementation of the Myers and Miller algorithm, especially when considering that it should be approximately twice as slow, whereas the latter can be attributed primarily to the Muth and Manber algorithm. Kalign2 aligns 1500 sequences of length 300 in around 30 s ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A) or 6650 sequences in 1000 s (the upper limit of our test; data not shown).

Memory benchmark
----------------

We evaluated the memory requirement of several alignment programs using 11 alignments with increasing number of sequences generated by ROSE ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) using a length of 300 and an evolutionary distance of 100. Among the programs tested, Kalign2 uses the least amount of memory. The improvement in memory requirement over the previous version of Kalign is dramatic. The reason is primarily due to the Myers and Miller algorithm, and also to an oversight in our initial implementation that caused too much memory to be allocated for the storage of the initial string matches.

Since desktop computers are commonly equipped with 1 GB of memory or more it is questionable whether this improvement will have any impact when only aligning small numbers of sequences. However, low memory requirement can be advantageous when running Kalign2 on servers shared by many users or when using Kalign2 for a public web server.

Furthermore, most common methods in default mode are only applicable to a couple of hundreds of sequences, and start to allocate huge amounts of memory when applied to extensive datasets. In a more severe test we used the alignment methods MAFFT, Muscle, Probcons, T-Coffee and Kalign2 to align the more than 8000 sequences of the Rfam family Intron-gpII on a standard desktop computer with 2 GB of memory. Most default methods either ran out of memory or aborted after the start due to the large number of sequences. Only fast aligners like Kalign2, Mafft-FFT-NS-2/NS-i or T-Coffee and Muscle in the fast mode were applicable here. We then tried to align the more than 20000 sequences of the Rfam family Intron-gpI. Out of the methods tested only Kalign2 and the Mafft-Parttree variant were able to align the complete dataset. However, Mafft-Parttree was less accurate in our benchmarks. Here Kalign2 clearly benefits from its high speed and its memory efficiency.

Accuracy on protein alignments
------------------------------

The accuracy of Kalign on protein alignments was demonstrated in ([@B15]) and is therefore only briefly discussed here. To ensure that the high accuracy of our first version is maintained we evaluated Kalign2 on the Balibase3 ([@B28]) benchmark set. The gap penalties for protein alignments were derived via cross validation on Balibase3.0 applying a genetic algorithm approach.

Kalign2 achieved an average SPS score of 82.7% on Balibase which represents a 2.4% improvement over the previous version of Kalign. Compared with other programs Kalign2 is more accurate than other progressive methods, e.g. ClustalW at 75.4% or Muscle in the fast mode at 77.8%. It is about as accurate as some iterative methods, e.g. Muscle at 82.2%, but less accurate than consistency-based methods, e.g. G-INS-i option of Mafft 84.5% (progressive methods \< iterative methods, Kalign2 \< consistency-based methods; see [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} for the individual command line options used for each method). Our measured accuracies of the other methods correspond well to those reported by Katoh *et al.* ([@B33]).

Accuracy on nucleotide alignments
---------------------------------

We used the Bralibase2.1 ([@B27]) test set to benchmark Kalign2 against other sequence-based alignment programs for nucleotide sequences. The updated version now contains alignments of 36 RNA families from the Rfam database. Totally, it comprises 18,990 alignments with a varying APSI between 20% and 95%. The alignments are grouped into sets of 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 15 sequences. Because we were interested in alignments representing a wide spectrum of test cases we decided to merge all test sets to assess alignment accuracy.

Gap penalties for nucleotide alignments were derived using 5-fold cross validation on a separate data set, i.e. data set 1 of the previous Bralibase benchmark set 2.0. For scoring matches and mismatches Kalign2 uses the HOXD substitution matrix ([@B34]).

In our tests Kalign2 outperformed many other alignment programs ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A and [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A, [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn1006/DC1)). In particular, for alignments with low APSI, Kalign2 performed significantly well, both in terms of SPS score as well as SCI score. From this we conclude that Kalign2\'s fuzzy string matching algorithm is as beneficial in terms of accuracy for nucleotide sequences as it is for protein sequences. With increasing APSI most of the tools tested performed equally well ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B and [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B, [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkn1006/DC1)). Besides Kalign2, especially the tools ProbConsRNA ([@B22]), Muscle, and the MAFFT variant G_INS_i performed well. Figure 2.Accuracy on RNA alignments using the SPS score. Boxplots for the accuracy measured using the Bralibase2.1 benchmark set. (**A**) Alignments with an average pairwise sequence identity (APSI) \<40%. (**B**) Alignments with an APSI \>40%. Kalign2 was the most accurate method, especially in regions with low APSI. Table 2.Command-line arguments for each alignment method testedMethodCommandClustalWClustalwClustalWqt2clustalw --quicktreeDialignDialingDialign_fastdialign --oFFT_NS_2Mafft --retree 2FFT_NS_iMafft --maxiterate 1000G_INS_iMafft --globalair --maxiterate 1000Kalign2kalign2Kalign1kalign1L_INS_iMafft --localpair --maxiterate 1000MusclemuscleMuscle_fastmuscle -maxiters 1 -diags -sv -distance1 kbit20_3Parttree-1-1000mafft --retree 1 --parttree --partsize 1000Parttree-2-1000mafft --retree 2 --parttree --partsize 1000Probcons_fastprobcons -ir 0ProbconsProbconsProbconsRNAprobconsRNAT_Coffeet_coffeeT_Coffee_fastt_coffee -special_mode quickaln

Accuracy of feature alignments
------------------------------

A new capability in Kalign2 is the use of extrinsic information such as structure or domain annotations to improve alignments. To demonstrate the benefit of Kalign2 feature alignments we discuss two examples of how to increase alignment accuracy with feature alignments.

We used RNAfold to predict secondary structures for all sequences in the Bralibase2.1 benchmark set. Supplying the predicted secondary structure as an additional input to Kalign2 increased the average accuracy from 51.7% to 55.31% for alignments with an APSI below 40%. Above 40% the average accuracy increased slightly from 87.5% to 88.1%.

Further we tested the new feature alignment function using Balibase 3 in combination with the existing secondary structure annotation. With the feature mode enabled Kalign2 obtained an average accuracy of 84.8%, an increase of 2.1 percentage points.

The coverage of structural annotation varies greatly for individual Balibase alignments. To determine whether an increased annotation coverage corresponds to an increase in accuracy we plotted the feature coverage of each alignment case against the difference in accuracy between the default and structure-enhanced Kalign2 mode ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). There is a noticeable trend supporting the assumption that more annotation results in an increase in accuracy. Figure 3.External feature alignment using protein secondary structure generally improves accuracy on the Balibase benchmark. An increase in the SPS score is seen mostly for cases with high structural coverage.

Annotation present in areas that are misaligned with default parameters is clearly more useful than annotation present in areas that are trivial to align. In the most extreme case---BB11025---the sequences are so divergent (average sequence identity 15%) that Kalign2 using sequence alone obtained an SPS score of only 11%, while the structure-enabled Kalign2 scored 62%.

Combining Kalign2 with additional annotations like predicted secondary structure for RNA constitutes an easy but powerful way to enhance alignment accuracy. Since the reference alignments in Balibase3 are derived from the structural annotation themselves, this test is circular and the reported accuracy cannot be used for comparison to other methods. Nevertheless, it underlines the usefulness of the simple method introduced here.

DISCUSSION
==========

This article describes several key improvements to our alignment algorithm Kalign. We have improved the computational properties of Kalign, making the second version a versatile tool for the alignment of multiple biosequences. The combination of high speed and extremely low memory requirement means that Kalign2 can be applied to very big alignment problems, even on small computers. In large scale studies where thousands of alignments are required, Kalign2 can dramatically reduce the computation time while retaining high prediction accuracy.

The accuracy of Kalign2 on nucleotide alignments is notable and the accuracy on protein alignments is better than for comparable algorithms and not much less than the best. We do not believe that the excessive running times of more accurate programs are worth the 1--3% increases in average alignment accuracy reported recently. Another factor to be considered is that high average accuracies on benchmark sets do not necessarily translate into optimal performance for individual cases. Indeed, even the worst method according to a benchmark study can yield the best alignment in a few cases. In our experience the strategy that yields the best result in practice is to re-run an alignment program multiple times, adjusting its parameters along the way. The speed of Kalign2 makes it well suited for this approach.

The feature alignment extension presented here is intriguing. We have shown that combining Kalign2 with structural annotations can obviously increase the prediction accuracy, both for nucleotide sequences as well as for protein sequences. Apart from the obvious benefit of increased accuracy, the feature alignment can also be used to contrast and compare different alignment alternatives. For example, users may wish to compare a structurally motivated alignment to one that is based on Pfam annotation and decide which one is more suitable for their purposes.

Future direction
----------------

As far as the authors are concerned, the future of alignment programs lies in two main areas: the combination of heterogeneous data sources to improve accuracy, and taking advantage of alternate alignments of the same sequences, i.e. meta aligners. Kalign2 is ideally suited for both avenues: the newly introduced feature alignment is simple and expandable, and Kalign\'s speed is crucial for meta aligners.

We can imagine an iterative method which trawls through the search-space by generating several multiple alignments at each step, assessing their accuracy and then alters alignment parameters to generate a more accurate set of alignments in the next set. Kalign2 is particularly suited for such an iterative strategy due to its computational efficiency, which ultimately determines the practical usefulness for large-scale applications in this field.
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